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• C2C is an effort to help educate consumers about their 
new coverage and to connect them with primary care 
and preventive services that are right for them so they 
can live long, healthy lives.  

 

• Resources online and in print include the Roadmap, 
Discussion Guide, videos, and more. 

 

• C2C builds on existing networks of community partners 
to educate and empower newly covered individuals. 

What is From Coverage to Care? 
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• Phase I – Environmental Scan 

– Captured perspectives from patients, providers, 
community partners, policymakers, and payers. 

• Phase II – Engagement Strategy Development 

– Incorporated findings from Phase I into the 
development of materials and the pilot strategy. 

• Phase III – Pilot Implementation and Evaluation 

– Shared materials in four states and revised based on 
feedback. 

Coverage to Care Background 
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Visit http://marketplace.cms.gov/c2c 
 

• Roadmap 
– Poster Roadmap 
– One-pagers:  Insurance card, Primary  

Care vs. emergency,  and EOB 

– Pull-out steps  
 

• Discussion Guide 
• Video vignettes 

 
Print copies available from the CMS Clearinghouse 

Coverage to Care Resources 
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http://marketplace.cms.gov/c2c


• Start the Conversation. Use the Roadmap and 
Discussion Guide as a tool to help people understand 
their new coverage and understand the importance 
of getting the right preventive services.  

• Help Consumers Understand. The Roadmap has a lot 
of information for consumers. You can help them use 
it as a resource to refer back to as they journey to 
better health and well-being.  

• Personalize it. You know your community. Consider 
adding local resources and information.  

How to Use the Roadmap 
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Coverage to Care Roadmap 
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Step 2:  Understand Your Health 
Coverage 
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Key Points for Consumers 

• Check with your insurance plan or state Medicaid                     
or CHIP program to see what services are covered. 

• Be familiar with your costs (premiums, copayments, 
deductibles, coinsurance). 

• Know the difference between in-network and out-of-network. 
 

Key Questions for Consumers  

• Do you know how to find a provider in your network? 

• Can you estimate how much you will pay when you see a provider? 
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Key Terms On An Insurance Card 
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 Key terms  
1) Member Name 
2) Member Number 
3) Group Number 
4) Plan Type 
5) Copayment 
6) Phone Numbers 
7) Prescription    
   Copayment 

 



Sample Cost Tables 
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Cost scenarios like 
managing Type 2 

Diabetes and having a 
baby help consumers 

understand what their 
care may cost, and how 

their plan may divide 
these costs. 

NOTE: These are not real costs. 



1 2 STEP 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Step 3:  Know Where To Go For Care 
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Key Points for Consumers 

• Only use the ER in a life-threatening situation. 

• Primary care is preferred when it isn’t an emergency.  

• Knowing the difference between primary care and care in the 
ER. 

 

Key Questions for Consumers  

• Do you know how your costs would be different if you went to a 
primary care provider versus the Emergency Department?  

• Do you know how your care would be different?  

 

 



Newly covered consumers may not  know when to visit a Primary Care 
Provider and when to use Emergency Department services. 

Primary Care vs. Emergency Care 
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Step 8:  Next Steps After Your Visit 
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Key Points for Consumers 
• Write down your providers’ instructions  and healthy                   

living tips so you can act on them every day. 
• Schedule any follow-up or other visits and fill                    

prescriptions so you don’t forget or get too busy.  
• Review any documents or bills you receive and contact your plan or 

state Medicaid or CHIP program if you have questions.  
 
Key Questions for Consumers  
• Do you know what to do now to keep yourself healthy? 
• Do you know what number to call if you get sick and need to make a 

same-day appointment or come back?  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 STEP 8 



Explanation of Benefits (EOB) 
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 It’s a summary 
of health care 

charges from the 
care you or 

those covered 
under your 

policy received.  
It is NOT A BILL! 



• Glossary of health coverage terms. 

 

• Resource list. 

 

• Personal health tracking checklist.  

 

• Health information page for coverage and 
provider information. 

 

Other Information in the Roadmap 
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Visit http://marketplace.cms.gov/c2c 
 

• Roadmap 
– Poster Roadmap 
– One-pagers:  Insurance card, Primary care vs. emergency,  

and EOB 
– Pull-out steps  

• Discussion Guide 
• Video vignettes 

…and more to come! 
 

Print copies available from the CMS Clearinghouse 

Available Coverage to Care Resources 
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Coverage to Care Videos 

Video series available at  
marketplace.cms.gov/c2c 
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marketplace.cms.gov/c2c
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4KAU45lHt4Q
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1) Share C2C resources.  

2) Customize resources to your state. 

3) Consider incorporating the Roadmap into assister 
training. 

4) Collaborate with your state Medicaid and CHIP office 
to tailor resources. 

5) Engage providers and issuers.  

6) Support data collection and evaluation. 

7) Let know how what works, and what other resources 
would be useful. 

 
 

What Can You Do? 
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Get Resources 

Marketplace.cms.gov/c2c  

 

Contact Us 

Coveragetocare@cms.hhs.gov  
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